Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Capacitation is a physiological process that spermatozoa must experience in the female reproductive tract or in vitro to obtain the ability to bind, penetrate and fertilize the egg \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]. The capacitation is based on many molecular processes including changes in the intracellular calcium concentration \[[@CR4]\], rearrangement of the acrosomal matrix \[[@CR5]\], rearrangement of the sperm cytoskeleton \[[@CR6]--[@CR8]\], phosphorylation of sperm proteins \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\] and changes in the sperm plasma membrane \[[@CR11]\].

Since the discovery of capacitation, several methods have been developed to characterize this complex biological process. There are four major fluorescent methods, to be mentioned, and they all target different sperm characteristics: 1. CTC method detects the redistribution of the intracellular calcium in the sperm head during capacitation \[[@CR12], [@CR13]\]; 2. ACR.2 recognizes the rearrangement of the acrosomal matrix by detecting changes in the accessibility of acrosin epitopes. The higher accessibility of the acrosin epitopes is a significant marker of capacitation progress \[[@CR14]\]; 3. FITC-phall) binds to F-actin, as actin polymerization significantly increases during capacitation progress \[[@CR15]\]; 4. Fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated antibodies, such as anti-phosphotyrosine (pY) antibody (anti-pY), detecting a capacitation dependent phosphorylation of various proteins \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\].

All accounted methods can be used in various experimental protocols, e.g. CTC in fluorimetry, ACR.2 in ELISA, anti-Y in western blot etc. Fluorescent analysis is a general method suitable for all detection procedures and generally, there are two ways to perform fluorescent analysis on a cellular level: 1. by fluorescent microscopy and 2. flow cytometry. The physiological acrosome reaction (AR) is triggered by glycolytic extracellular matrix of the egg called *zona pellucida* (*ZP*) \[[@CR18]\].

A standardize and reliable evaluation of capacitation and the selection of a reliable detection methods is a methodological prerequisite for the quality assessment of fertilizing potential of individual sperm and sperm population exposed to physiological or environmental factors. In our study, we focused in detailed on analyzing the capacitation process of boar sperm through fluorescent detection using both fluorescent microscopy and flow cytometry. The aim of this work was to assess the ability of individual methods to detect relevant molecular changes during sperm capacitation; to compare their advantages and disadvantages in order to select a suitable method for evaluation of sperm capacitation and estimate the potential of individual methods to predict sperm ability to undergo *ZP* triggered AR and subsequently fertilize the oocyte.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Chemicals {#Sec3}
---------

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma (Prague, Czech Republic) unless otherwise specified.

Sperm preparation, capacitation in vitro and zona pellucida-induced acrosome reaction {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Boar (*Sus scrofa*) ejaculates (20 ejaculates from 20 individual animals) were supplied by Insemination Station, Kout na Sumave, CR as chilled (17 °C) and diluted samples \[[@CR19]\]. All sperm samples were examined for motility and viability (minimal parameters to include a sample into the analysis were 80% motility, 80% viability; the actual variability of both parameters was not higher than 5% among all samples included to the analysis), washed twice in tris-buffered saline (TBS, 200 x g, 10 min), centrifuged on Percoll gradient (80, 70, 55, 40% Percoll, 200 x g, 60 min) and washed in capacitation medium without bovine serum albumine (11.3 nM NaCl, 0,3 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl~2~, 2 mM TRIS, 1.1 mM glucose, 0.5 mM pyruvate). Sperm were resuspended in capacitation medium containing BSA (1 mg/mL) to concentration 5 × 10^7^ sperm/ml. and suspension was incubated for 60, 120, 180, 240 min under paraffin oil at 37 °C, 5% CO~2~.

After 240 min of incubation, selected samples incubated for 240 min were treated by boar solubilized *ZP* (Czech University of Life Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic) for 60 min (37 °C, 5% CO~2~) \[[@CR18]\] to induce acrosome reaction. The percentage of acrosome reacted sperm was determined by staining the acrosomes with FITC-conjugated *Pisum sativum* agglutinin (PSA).

CTC and indirect immunofluorescence assays {#Sec5}
------------------------------------------

The CTC was performed as described previously \[[@CR13]\] using the following protocol. After the capacitation process (60, 120, 180, 240 min) sperm suspensions were centrifuged at 200 x g, for 5 min; the capacitation medium was removed and kept at − 20 °C. Sperm were re-suspended in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and mixed with equal volume (45 μl/45 μl) of CTC solution (750 mmol/l CTC in 130 mmol/l NaCl, 5 mmol/l cysteine, 20 mmol/l Tris-HCl, pH 7.8) and incubated for 30 min. Cells were then fixed in 8 μl of 12.5% paraformaldehyde in 0.5 mol/l Tris-HCl (pH 7.4). After incubation, sperm suspension was smeared onto a glass slide covered by a cover slip. To avoid evaporation and CTC fading, slides were kept in a dark wet chamber and immediately evaluated.

ACR.2 (Exbio 11--260-C100) immunofluorescent analysis was described previously \[[@CR20]\]. After the capacitation process, sperm suspensions from all incubation times (60, 120, 180, 240 min) were centrifuged (200 x g, 5 min); the capacitation medium was removed, and kept at − 20 °C. Sperm were re-suspended in equal volume of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), smeared onto glass slides, dried and kept at 4 °C. During fluorescent labelling preparation, sperm slides were fixed with acetone for 10 min, rinsed with PBS, treated with ACR.2 monoclonal antibody (50 μg/ml), anti-pY antibody (Sigma-Aldrich P5872; 10 μg/ml) or FITC-phall (Sigma-Aldrich P5282; 50 μg/ml) binding specifically to actin filaments, and incubated in a wet chamber for 60 min at 37 °C. After thorough washing in PBS, the ACR.2 and anti-pY smears were treated with FITC-conjugated anti-mouse IgG antibody (Sigma-Aldrich F0257; 1:500) and incubated in a wet chamber for 60 min at 37 °C. After washing in PBS and water, smears were mounted by the Vectashield mounting medium with DAPI (Vector Lab., Burlingame, CA).

Samples were examined with a Nikon Labothot-2 fluorescent microscope equipped with 40x Nikon Plan 40/0.65 and photographed with a COHU 4910 CCD camera (Inc. Electronics Division, San Diego, USA) using LUCIA imaging software (Laboratory Imaging Ltd., Prague, Czech Republic). Sperm cells were classified according to their cellular (acrosomal) staining patterns into non-capacitated, acrosome intact sperm; capacitated, acrosome-intact sperm; and acrosome-reacted sperm (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}; Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In each sample, 200 cells were evaluated. Table 1Specific fluorescent patterns of the boar sperm (chilled 17 °C/diluted) as detected by individual fluorescent methodsAssaychlortetracycline (CTC)anti-acrosin antibody (ACR.2)anti-phosphotyrosine (pY)fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated phalloidin (FITC-phall)Non-capacitated, acrosome intact spermBright fluorescence over the entire sperm head and positive mid-piece of the tailModerate fluorescence in the acrosomeLow fluorescence in the sperm head, triangular segment within the head and tailModerate fluorescence in the sperm head and tailCapacitated, acrosome-intact spermProminent fluorescence in the equatorial segment, mid-piece of the tail and no fluorescence (dark) in the post-acrosomal region of the headIntensive fluorescence in the acrosomeIntensive fluorescence in the sperm head, triangular segment within the head and tailIntensive fluorescence in the acrosome and tailAcrosome-reacted spermLow fluorescence over the sperm head, with remaining positive signal in the equatorial segment and mid-piece of the tailLow or no fluorescence in the sperm head with a remaining fluorescence in the equatorial segment of the sperm headNo fluorescence in the acrosome with a remaining positive fluorescence in the triangular segment within the head and tailLow fluorescence in the sperm head with a remaining positive signal in the tail Fig. 1Fluorescent microscopy pictures of sperm stained with CTC, ACR.2, anti-pY and FITC-phall. Acrosomal and sperm head fluorescent patterns prominent in distinct stages of capacitation process. a1 -- a3 sperm treated by CTC: a1 Non-capacitated, acrosome-intact sperm - bright fluorescence over the entire sperm head and positive mid-piece of the tail; a2 Capacitated, acrosome-intact sperm - prominent fluorescent positive equatorial segment and mid-piece, fluorescence-free (dark) band in the post-acrosomal region; a3 Acrosome-reacted sperm - low fluorescent signal throughout the sperm head, with a remaining positive signal in the equatorial segment and mid-piece. B1 -- B3 representative pictures of three specific ACR.2 acrosomal fluorescent patterns: b1 Non-capacitated, acrosome-intact sperm - moderate uniform fluorescence in the acrosomal area; b2 Capacitated, acrosome-intact sperm - intensive fluorescence of the acrosome; b3 Acrosome-reacted sperm - low or no fluorescent signal in the sperm head. Anti-pY: C1 -- C3 pictures of three specific pY staining patterns: c1 Non-capacitated sperm -- moderate signal in the acrosomal area, visible triangular segment; c2 Intensive fluorescence of the sperm head, triangular segment and tail -- capacitated, acrosome-intact sperm; c3 Very low/no signal in the acrosomal area, visible triangular segment -- acrosome reacted sperm. D1 -- D3 representative pictures of three specific FITC-phall staining: d1 Non-capacitated sperm -- moderate fluorescence in the acrosomal and sperm head/tail area; d2 Intensive fluorescence of the acrosome and the tail -- capacitated, acrosome-intact sperm; d3 Low intensity in the acrosomal and apical sperm head area -- sperm after AR. b1 -- b3, c1 -- c3 nuclei stained with a Blue DAPI dye

Flow cytometry analysis {#Sec6}
-----------------------

Sperm samples were collected at different time during capacitation process (0, 60, 120, 180, 240), then centrifuged and washed in PBS (200 x g, 5 min) and fixed by 96% ethanol at 4 °C for 30 min. After ethanol fixation, sperm were re-fixed in ethanol-acetone mixture at 4 °C (10:1) for 30 min. CTC treatment was carried out as described previously. Sperm intended for other analysis were washed three times in PBS and incubated with anti-acrosin ACR.2 antibody (50 μg/ml), anti-pY antibody (Sigma-Aldrich P5872; 5 μg/ml) and FITC-phall (Sigma-Aldrich P5282; 10 μg/ml) at 37 °C for 60 min. After the incubation with the primary antibody (ACR.2, anti-pY), sperm were washed three times in PBS and incubated with a FITC-conjugated anti-mouse IgG antibody (Sigma-Aldrich F0257; 1:1000)) for 60 min. FITC-phall samples were only kept in incubation chamber. After the incubation, all sperm samples were intensively washed in PBS (five times for 5 min) and subsequently 100 μl of the suspension was placed on 96-well plate. Flow cytometry data acquisition was performed on BD LSR II instrument (BD, Becton Drive Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA), excitation laser 488 nm, emission filters 530/40, measurement of fluorescent intensity in FITC channel. Analysis was performed using FlowJo 7.5.4. software (TreeStar Inc., Ashland, OR, USA; Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2). The differences among individual samples in the % of cells in appropriate gates (NC -- non-capacitated, C - capacitated, AR -- after acrosome reaction) and arithmetic mean of the fluorescent intensity in the FITC channel (CTC) were assessed.

Statistical analysis {#Sec7}
--------------------

Experimental data were analyzed using STATISTICA 7.0. (StatSoft CR, Prague, Czech Republic) and GraphPad 5.03. The statistical differences in the number of sperm cells with specific acrosomal status among control and experimental samples were assessed by the Kruskal--Wallis one-way analysis of variance (KW-ANOVA). Post hoc analysis was performed by the Newman-Keuls test and multiple comparisons of mean ranks. The Bland-Altman method was used to calculate the bias and its variance between the number of capacitated cells detected by individual methods after 240 min of incubation and the number of acrosome-reacted sperm after *ZP*-induced AR. The *p* value equal or lower to 0.05 was considered to be significant.

Results {#Sec8}
=======

Fluorescent microscopy detection of capacitation progress by individual methods {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figures [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} summarize data from fluorescent microscopy analysis of capacitation progress by presenting the percentage of cells with specific fluorescent pattern (% pattern) as detected by CTC, ACR.2, anti-pY (also Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1) and FITC-phall (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) at different incubation time (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) from 20 individual samples (*n* = 20). At the beginning of the capacitation process (time 0 min), there was 5--8% of sperm with specific fluorescent pattern evaluated as capacitated and 7% of sperm evaluated as acrosome reacted and there were no significant differences between individual methods. At 120 min, a significant increase in the number of sperm with capacitated fluorescent pattern was observed in all the methods with the highest increase in ACR.2 and CTC. Moreover, at 240 min, all the methods detected significant increase in the number of capacitated sperm. After *ZP*-induced AR, all the methods detected strong significant decrease in the number of capacitated sperm, which correlated with the sperm evaluated for the specific fluorescent staining pattern after AR. Fig. 2Percentage of non-capacitated, capacitated and acrosome-reacted sperm analyzed by FC after different incubation time in capacitation medium (0, 120 and 240 min) and *ZP*-induced AR. Individual bars denote the percentage of non-capacitated, capacitated and AR cells as detected by individual methods among pre-defined sequential times of the capacitation and after AR. Samples from 20 individual boars were analyzed in this assay. No significant difference among individual methods at 0 min and after AR. Significant difference between CTC/ACR.2 vs anti-pY/FITC-phall at 120 and 240 min (*p* ≤ 0.05). The percentage of capacitated sperm differed (*p* ≤ 0.05) among end points (0, 120, 240, and AR) for the same evaluation method. Error bars indicate SEM

Flow cytometry detection of capacitation progress by individual methods {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} summarizes data from flow cytometry analysis of capacitation progress by presenting the flow cytometry histograms of the intensity in the FITC channel and the percentages of cells in appropriate gate at the beginning of capacitation (time 0 min), at the end of capacitation (time 240 min) and after the *ZP*-induced AR. Fluorescent intensity increased in all methods during capacitation progress with the exception of the CTC assay, where fluorescent intensity was highly stochastic and was not subjected to subsequent gating and analysis (panel D was subsequently used for correlation analysis for CTC absolute fluorescent intensity). The ACR.2 detection method (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a) displayed three completely separated peaks corresponding to the non-capacitated (NC), capacitated (C) and acrosome-reacted (AR) sperm populations and indicated the highest differences between the numbers of NC, C and AR sperm. On the other hand, pY detection method (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b) provided three well distinguishable, but not completely separated peaks for NC, C and AR sperm populations. The overlap among individual intensity peaks also led to the smaller differences in the percentage of the individual sperm populations. The similar output was provided by the Phall detection method (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c) with slightly higher overlap between individual intensity peaks especially for the NC/AR sperm populations. Fig. 3Flow cytometry histograms and percentage of non-capacitated, capacitated and AR cells. Histograms and bar charts from the flow cytometry analysis of the non-capacitated (black), capacitated (240 min; green) and AR sperm (red) as analyzed by ACR.2 (**a**), anti-pY (**b**), FITC-phall (**c**) and CTC (**d**). The histograms represent the fluorescent signal intensities in 10.000 cells in non-capacitated, capacitated and AR among the analyzed samples (*N* = 20). Inserted bars denote the corresponding distribution of the percentage of the non-capacitated, capacitated and AR cells at time 0 (left), 240 min (middle) and after AR (right). Bar graphs are not show for the CTC assay

Correlation of individual methods {#Sec11}
---------------------------------

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} represents the correlation between a number of capacitated sperm cells among individual detection methods. All the methods expressed significant correlation (*p* ≤ 0.05) with exception of flow cytometry for CTC. The highest correlation was observed between fluorescent microscopy detection of the capacitation state by CTC and ACR.2 antibody. Even though there was a high Pearson correlation coefficient (*r* = 0.81) for fluorescent microscopy data, the individual methods expressed different sum of correlation coefficients (r total) with the highest r total for CTC and ACR.2 fluorescent methods. In contrast, flow cytometry with CTC and fluorescent microscopy with FITC-phall had the lowest r total (*r* total = 2.51 and 3.34). In general, individual data sets from fluorescent microscopy expressed higher in-between correlation compared to coefficients between fluorescent microscopy (FM) and flow cytometry (FC) data and oppositely. Table 2Correlation matrix of individual detection methods of boar sperm (chilled 17 °C/diluted) capacitation status at 240 min of incubation; *n* = 20ACR.2 FMACR.2 FCCTC FMCTC FCPhall FMPhall FCpY FMpY FCACR.2 FM^a^**10.790.81**0.19**0.330.550.470.55**ACR.2 FC^b^**0.7910.69**0.17**0.330.620.390.44**CTC FM^c^**0.810.691**0.25**0.350.590.520.47**CTC FC^d^0.190.170.25**1**0.240.310.120.23Phall FM^e^**0.330.330.35**0.24**10.47**0.27**0.35**Phall FC^f^**0.550.620.59**0.31**0.471**0.230.29anti-pY FM^g^**0.470.390.52**0.120.270.23**10.71**anti-pY FC^h^**0.550.440.47**0.23**0.35**0.29**0.711**r total^i^**4.694.434.682.513.344.063.714.04**Correlation coefficients (r) between detections of capacitation status by individual detection methods^a^Fluorescent microscopy with anti-acrosin (ACR.2 FM) antibody^b^ Flow cytometry with ACR.2 antibody (ACR.2 FC)^c^Fluorescent microscopy with chlortetracycline (CTC FM)^d^Flow cytometry with chlortetracycline (CTC FC)^e^Fluorescent microscopy with fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated phalloidin (Phall FM)^f^Flow cytometry with fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated phalloidin (Phall FC)^g^Fluorescent microscopy with anti-phosphotyrosine antibody (anti-pY FM)^h^Flow cytometry with anti-phosphotyrosine antibody (anti-pY FC)^i^The sum of correlation coefficients for appropriate detection methodSignificant correlation coefficient in bold (*p* ≤ 0.05)

Correlation between number of capacitated cells detected by individual methods and number of cells after *ZP*-induced acrosome reaction (AR) {#Sec12}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} represents the correlation between number of capacitated cells after 240 min of incubation and number of cells after *ZP*-induced acrosome reaction. The Pearson correlation coefficients (r) between number of cells with specific acrosomal pattern and means of fluorescent intensity (detected by CTC, ACR.2, anti-pY and FITC-phall) and numbers of cells after AR (detected by PSA fluorescent microscopy (PSA FM) and flow cytometry (PSA FC)) are presented. The strongest correlation was observed between a number of capacitated cells detected by CTC fluorescent microscopy (CTC FM) and a number of cells after AR detected by fluorescent microscopy with PSA (PSA FM). Almost the same result was obtained by fluorescent microscopy with ACR.2 antibody (ACR.2 FM) and PSA FM. All other methods and approaches expressed correlation at different levels of significance with exception of flow cytometry with CTC. In general, individual data sets from fluorescent microscopy expressed higher in-between correlation compared to coefficients between FM and FC data. Table 3Correlation matrix between % of capacitated boar sperm (chilled 17 °C/diluted) after 240 min of incubation detected by individual methods and number of cells after *ZP*-induced acrosome reaction detected by PSA; *n* = 20PSA FM^i^PSA FC^j^ACR.2 FM^a^**0.920.69**ACR.2 FC^b^**0.770.84**CTC FM^c^**0.930.72**CTC FC^d^0.190.21Phall FM^e^**0.680.35**Phall FC^f^**0.540.62**anti-pY FM^g^**0.50.60**anti-pY FC^h^**0.640.71**Correlation coefficients (r) between detections of capacitation status by individual detection methods and detection of cells after *ZP*-induced acrosome reaction detected by appropriate methods^a^Fluorescent microscopy (FM) with anti-acrosin (ACR.2) antibody^b^Flow cytometry (FC) with ACR.2 antibody^c^Fluorescent microscopy with chlortetracycline (CTC FM)^d^Flow cytometry with chlortetracycline (CTC FC)^e^Fluorescent microscopy with fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated phalloidin (Phall FM)^f^Flow cytometry with fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated phalloidin (Phall FC)^g^ Fluorescent microscopy with anti-phosphotyrosine antibody (anti-pY FM)^h^Flow cytometry with anti-phosphotyrosine antibody (anti-pY FC)^i^ Fluorescent microscopy with *Pisum sativum* (PSA FM)^j^Flow cytometry with *Pisum sativum* (PSA FC)Significant correlation coefficient in bold (*p* ≤ 0.05)

Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} graphically summarizes the correlations between the percentages of capacitated sperm at 240 min of incubation detected by individual fluorescent microscopy methods and percentage of AR sperm after the *ZP*-induced AR detected by PSA method. The highest Pearson correlation coefficient was observed by CTC analysis (*r* = 0.93) and ACR.2 method (*r* = 0.92) while FITC-phall assay and pY assay presented moderate positive correlations (*r* = 0.68 and *r* = 0.5, respectively). All the correlation coefficients were statistically significant (*p* ≤ 0.01). Inserted bar charts (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) represent the relative numbers of capacitated cells at 240 min of incubation detected by corresponding method (C240), the relative number of AR sperm detected by PSA assay after the *ZP*-induced AR (AR) and their differences (Δ). Fig. 4Correlations and differences between the % of capacitated boar sperm at 240 min detected by FM by individual methods and % of AR cells detected by PSA FM. Individual graphs show the correlation lines, the correlation coefficient r and its *p*-value for the CTC (**a**), ACR.2 (**b**), pY (**c**) and FITC-phall (**d**). The inserted bars represent the comparison of the percentage of cells detected as capacitated by individual methods (C240), the percentage of the cells detected as AR by PSA assay (AR) and their difference (Δ). 20 chilled (17 °C) / diluted boar sperm samples were analyzed for each assay (*N* = 20)

Data from FM experiments are finally represented as a Bland-Altman plot (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}; Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3) which shows the agreement among individual methods. The zero baseline represents the percentage of cells detected as AR by PSA. All the methods underestimated the number of acrosome-reacted sperm and there were major differences in the calculated bias for individual methods. The lowest bias between the number of cells detected as capacitated after 240 min of incubation and number of acrosome-reacted cells after *ZP*-induced AR was calculated for ACR.2 and CTC method (5.2 ± 1 and 5.35 ± 0.87), the highest bias was calculated for pY method (46.78 ± 2.15). Fig. 5Bland-Altman plot. Bland-Altman plot shows the differential bias between the percentage of cells detected as capacitated by individual methods after 240 min of incubation and the percentage of cells detected as acrosome-reacted by PSA after *ZP*-induced AR. The zero baseline represents the percentage of cells detected as acrosome-reacted by PSA, individual color lines shows the biases for CTC, ACR.2, FITC-phall and pY assays. Circles represents individual data points (*N* = 20 for each method), dotted lines represent 95% LA (Limits of agreement)

Discussion {#Sec13}
==========

Spermatozoa have to undergo series of controlled molecular changes in female reproductive tract or in vitro before being able to bind, penetrate and fertilize the egg \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]. Nevertheless, many molecular and physiological aspects of capacitation are still waiting to be discovered or characterized. In our study, we targeted depiction of capacitation process dynamics by multiple fluorescent techniques and compare their detection outcome. Moreover, we were able to address the ability of individual methods to detect the measurable physiological status of capacitated sperm.

CTC is considered as gold standard in fluorescent microscopy analysis of sperm capacitation state \[[@CR12], [@CR13], [@CR21]--[@CR23]\]. Notable disadvantage of this method is the difficult assessment of individual cell fluorescent patterns under the fluorescent microscope \[[@CR12]\] and a relative low fluorescent intensity in combination with fast photobleaching, which make analysis difficult for human eye. On the other hand, ACR.2 antibody analysis of the specimen is much easier for the human evaluator, due to a strong positive signal and prominent acrosomal patterns. Although anti-pY and FITC-phall are able to detect changes during capacitation in fluorescent intensity in the sperm head and tail, the major disadvantage of these methods is the absence of a specific fluorescent pattern corresponding to the capacitation progress and subsequent necessity to set an intensity threshold, which is subjective. However, this disadvantage may be overcome by using a computer picture analyzer \[[@CR24]\]. The described challenges using anti-pY and FITC-phall methods for detection of the capacitation state resulted in lowest correlation of the data compares to those obtained by CTC and ACR.2.

The other obvious way how to overcome subjective analysis of the fluorescent intensities is to use flow cytometry. On very positive terms, in general, the flow cytometry data corresponded with those from fluorescent microscopy, with few important remarks. CTC assay may not be suitable for fluorescence detection by flow cytometry. During capacitation, the prominent change in the CTC fluorescent analysis is the appearance of the dark postacrosomal segment, a fluorescent pattern, which is not well distinguishable by cytometer detector. On the other hand, data from anti-pY and FITC-phall express much better statistical differences among individual capacitation times using flow cytometry, which might be likely due to the fact, that strong point of the flow cytometry analysis is the ability to precisely measure small differences in the fluorescent intensity. Finally, the strength of analysis using ACR.2 antibody is in the regular presence of three easily distinguishable fluorescent intensity peaks, which enables to gate them to acquire another set of useful data for statistical analysis. In general, flow cytometry generates different type of statistical parameters (e.g. arithmetical, geometrical mean of fluorescent intensity, number of accidents in set gates etc.), which are accessible for subsequent statistical analysis (e.g., comparing multiple groups by ANOVA) \[[@CR17], [@CR23], [@CR25]--[@CR27]\]. In our study, we analyzed the percentages of sperm in the appropriate gate for ACR.2, pY and Phall and arithmetical means of fluorescent intensity for CTC. In general, the strong point of flow cytometry analysis is ability to analyze thousands of cells per sample, objective analysis and capability to precisely measure the fluorescent intensity, which changes correlate with the physiological process. The relative weaknesses of the method are the cost of the instrument and analysis and inability to exactly asses the specific morphological fluorescent patterns, a drawback, which can be now almost overcome by sophisticated cytometers, which combine the advantages of both flow cytometers and fluorescent microscopes \[[@CR28], [@CR29]\].

The combination of the data from fluorescent microscopy and flow cytometry enables us to describe the temporal changes and succession of the molecular processes detected by individual analytical methods. According to our results, the first observable change is the redistribution of calcium ions (CTC FM \[[@CR30]\];), accompanied by highest accessibility of acrosin epitopes (ACR.2 FM, FC), which resulted from enzymatic and proteomic changes in acrosomal matrix. At later capacitation stages (180 min), the phosphorylation of sperm proteins \[[@CR31]\] and actin polymerization \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\] are also well detectable by presented methods. At this point it is important to mention, that collecting samples at only five different times during capacitation is not sufficient for detailed characterization of the molecular changes, on which physiological process of capacitation is based and sperm life imaging is more appropriate method to study this in detail. For example, fast changes in calcium concentration should be measured by methods other than CTC \[[@CR32], [@CR33]\]. Similarly, changes in actin polymerization should be measured by multiple analytical methods, since staining with FITC-phall can reflect rather changes in accessibility of actin epitopes than actin polymerization and depolymerization itself. On the other hand, CTC, contrary to methods measuring fast changes in calcium concentration, is able to reflect global changes of sperm cellular calcium homeostasis thus, likewise other methods used in this work, play important role in studying capacitation as cellular physiological process.

Due to the fact that capacitation is the physiological process, which results in the ability of sperm to undergo AR in the presence of *zona pellucida*, we tested the ability of individual methods to predict number of physiologically capacitated sperm. According to the results presented in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, all used methods with well-thought of experimental design (fluorescent microscopy and flow cytometry) show a good correlation with the number of cells after *zona pellucida* induced AR, but there are major differences in their ability to predict the percentage of cells undergoing acrosome reaction in the presence of *zona pellucida* in boars. FM CTC and FM ACR.2 are best in prediction of status physiologically capacitated sperm showing the lowest bias in Bland-Altman analysis and thus can be used as a useful tool for optimization of capacitating media \[[@CR34]\] or for studying effect of various compounds with the pro-, or anti-capacitation effect \[[@CR14]\]. On the other hand, pY method showed the lowest agreement (the highest bias) between the number of cells detected as capacitated at 240 min and the number of cells detected as AR after *ZP*-induced acrosomal reaction and therefore in our arrangement highly underestimate the % of cells which will undergo the *ZP*-induced AR.

Despite the fact, that our experimental approach enabled to compare four methods used for characterization of capacitation process in boar sperm, and broaden up the knowledge on interpretation of obtained data, there are still several limitations, which need to be addressed in future studies. The first is related to the evaluation of individual cells in a sample by multiple analytical methods. The co-staining of the individual samples by for example ACR.2 and anti-pY antibody would enable to conclude if individual cells are detected by both methods as non-capacitated, capacitated or AR and rigorously calculate methods agreement on the level of individual cells. This approach would not be technically possible for the CTC method since sample processing and evaluation by FM differs from antibody or FITC-phall staining. The second limitation is similar but related to AR prediction. The experimental approach used in the current study also does not allow to determine if individual cells detected as capacitated by individual methods would be exactly those undergoing AR when exposed to solubilized *ZP*. The presented ratios and agreements of cells detected as capacitated by CTC and ACR.2 and cells detected as AR by PSA after *ZP*-induced AR suggest that cells detected as capacitated by these two methods will undergo AR after exposure to solubilized *ZP*. However, such conclusion can not be drawn for anti-pY and FITC-Phall methods. A possible approach to probe this in further detail would be to induced AR by *ZP* during several times of incubation where the ratios of cells detected as non-capacitated and capacitated are different and using FC observed what population of cells (non-capacitated/capacitated) will undergo AR. However, there are again several technical limitations, since ACR.2 antibody displays intermediate fluorescent intensity peaks in earlier stages of the incubation and there are gates overlaps for anti-pY and FITC-phall, as shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Similarly, the presented approach would not suit the CTC method.

To summarize, the multiple fluorescent methods used in our study to monitor boar sperm capacitation proved to be able to detect the temporal changes of the capacitation process. However, for some methods, flow cytometry is more appropriate than fluorescent microscopy and vice versa, and this should be considered in an experimental design. Data from individual analytical methods significantly correlates, albeit there are notable differences in the correlation coefficient between them. Furthermore, a change in the temporal dynamics in individual molecular processes detected by appropriate methods were observed. These individual observations and assessments are crucial, as the differences in temporal changes allow us to make rough model of chronological succession of processes underlying capacitation. Finally, using a correlation analysis with data from *ZP*-induced acrosome reaction was shown, that described methods are able to predict the number of spermatozoa undergoing AR after exposure to *ZP* but there were major differences among individual methods. The detailed knowledge of limits of these methods commonly used for evaluation of capacitation status and prediction of sperm ability to undergo the AR should help to standardize individual results and lead to production of good comparable data among scientific laboratories.

Conclusions {#Sec14}
===========

Capacitation is one of the most crucial steps sperm has to undergo before being able to fertilize egg. Therefore, the proper characterization of its dynamics has great importance for many studies addressing sperm physiology. In this article, we have studied capacitation of boar sperm using four largely used methods, compared their experimental outputs using fluorescent microscopy and flow cytometry and highlighted their limits and differences when detecting capacitation progress. Furthermore, we show that CTC and ACR.2 methods are able to accurately predict the percentage of acrosome-reacted sperm after *ZP*-induced AR. Our study thus contributes further to better characterization of the important step in the mammalian reproduction such as capacitation.
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**Additional file 1:** **Figure S1.** Example of the fluorescent microscopy analysis of the sperm capacitation status. The microphotograph shows 14 boar sperm stained by anti-pY antibody (green) and counterstained by DAPI. Eleven cells detected as capacitated (C), two cells detected as non-capacitated (NC), one cell as AR. Time 240 min, 400x. **Additional file 2:** **Figure S2.** Example of the flow cytometry analysis of the boar sperm capacitation progress by ACR.2 antibody. The dot plots represent the gating of the analyzed sperm population using FSC and SSC detection and the histograms of the FITC channel with the gating of the non-capacitated (N), capacitated (C) and AR cells (%) for the individual time points (0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 180, 240) and AR. The data from 0, 240 and AR from the 20 individual boars were subsequently used for the preparation of Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. **Additional file 3:** **Figure S3.** Bland-Altman plots separately for individual methods. Bland-Altman plots (decomposed Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) show the absolute bias between the percentage of cells detected as capacitated by individual methods after 240 min of incubation and the percentage of cells detected as acrosome-reacted by PSA after *ZP*-induced AR. The zero baseline represents the percentage of cells detected as acrosome-reacted by PSA, solid lines shows the absolute biases for CTC, ACR.2, FITC-phall and pY assays. Dots represent individual data points, dotted lines represent 95% LA (Limits of Agreement).
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